We show how to extend classical work-stealing to deal with tightly coupled data parallel tasks that can require any number of threads r ≥ 1 for their execution, and term this extension work-stealing with deterministic team-building. As threads become idle they attempt to join a team of threads designated for a task requiring r > 1 threads for its execution, alternatively to steal a task, requiring no central coordination. Team building and stealing are done according to a deterministic hierarchy and involve at most a logarithmic number of possibly randomized steal attempts. Threads attempting to join the team for a task requiring a large number of threads may help smaller teams while waiting for the large team to form. Once a team has been formed the threads can in close coordination execute the data parallel task. Implementation can be done with standard lock-free data structures, and takes only a single extra compare-and-swap (CAS) operation per thread to build a team. In the degenerate case where all tasks require only a single thread, the implementation coincides with a locality aware work-stealing implementation. Using a prototype C++ implementation of our extended work-stealing algorithm, a mixed-mode parallel Quicksort algorithm with a data parallel partitioning step has been implemented. We compare our (improved) implementation of this algorithm on top of our extended work-stealing scheduler to a standard task-parallel implementation with this scheduler, and with Intel Cilk Plus and Threading Building Blocks. In addition, we also compare to the optimized parallel MCSTL Quicksort. Results are shown for a 32-core Intel Nehalem EX system and a 16-core Sun T2+ system supporting up to 128 hardware threads. The mixed-mode parallel algorithm performs consistently better than the fork-join implementation, often significantly.
INTRODUCTION
Work-stealing is a classical, efficient strategy for dynamically scheduling parallel work-loads of independent, sequential tasks on shared-memory systems with possibly varying number of available processing resources [1, 3] . With workstealing, the sequential tasks of a DAG-structured computation are executed by the available independent hardware threads. Ready (and newly spawned) tasks are kept in local queues, and only when a thread locally runs out of tasks does it attempt to steal work (tasks) from other threads. Despite its localized nature with no global synchronization, it is nevertheless often possible to prove good time bounds and thread and memory/cache utilization for work-stealing based schedulers. Work-stealing is used in Cilk [2] , Intel's TBB [12] , and many other task-parallel programming systems. Efficient work-stealing implementations rely heavily on lock-and/or wait-free data structures [11] .
In the dynamic, task-based programming models that fit well with work-stealing, data-parallel loops are typically handled by recursively breaking the loop into chunks that are then handled sequentially by the available hardware threads. Work-stealing provides no means of ensuring simultaneous scheduling of the tasks responsible for such pieces, and no control over when (and where) the pieces are eventually executed. Thus, tightly coupled data-parallel tasks with dependencies and synchronization are not well suited to workstealing, and algorithms and applications that are naturally expressed by a mixture of task and data parallelism are not easily executed by work-stealing schedulers: a concrete example is the mixed-mode parallel Quicksort implementation that will be explained in Section 4. This limitation has often been addressed and frameworks that allow communicating tasks have been proposed, see e.g. [8] . Phasers as known from Habanero [16] that allow loose synchronization of single-threaded tasks are another approach for overcoming this shortcoming. The benefits of mixed-mode parallelism are discussed in [5, 21] . Centralized scheduling methods for handling mixed-mode parallel applications were likewise often described, see for instance [4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 15] .
We address the problem differently by extending workstealing to directly support parallel tasks that may require more than a single thread for their execution. The model we consider is DAG-structured computations with dynamically spawned, non-malleable tasks with fixed thread requirements, that is, each new task must be executed by some number of threads determined at spawn time. The problem here is how to gather the threads that will eventually execute a tightly coupled data-parallel task that needs more than a single thread, avoid unnecessary idle times in the process, make sure that such gathered threads can be activated together, and that a convenient virtual numbering of the threads is available, such that the co-scheduled tasks have a means of identifying and communicating with each other.
As will be shown, the dynamic, greedy, decentralized workstealing approach can be extended to address these problems, and still provide efficient utilization of resources. As far as we are aware, such a generalization of work-stealing has not been given before. We term our work-stealing extension deterministic team-building. Whenever a thread runs out of tasks in its local queue, it tries to help other threads to execute a data-parallel task requiring more than a single thread for its execution thereby forming a team. Coordination is thus, like in work-stealing, done by the thieves and not coordinated from "the top" by the threads having the data-parallel tasks in their local queues. The overhead for forming a new team is a single extra atomic compare-andswap (CAS) instruction per thread joining the team. In order to avoid idle times of threads waiting for large teams to form, threads wanting to join a large team can help threads with tasks requiring fewer threads. Work-stealing and teambuilding are done relative to a fixed hierarchy. Each thread becoming idle has log p possible partners (p being the number of hardware threads) corresponding to the levels in the hierarchy from which it attempts to steal work respectively build teams. At each level randomization can be applied among 2 i possible partners for i = 0, . . . log p − 1. This paper presents the algorithmic idea behind workstealing with deterministic team-building. An implementation has been given in C++, and we use this to give a very natural implementation of the mixed-mode parallel Quicksort algorithm in [19] . Other mixed-mode parallel applications have been considered in the companion paper [21] .
The work described here was partly motivated by the European FP7 project PEPPHER (for "PErformance Portability and Programmability for HEterogeneous many-core aRchitectures", see www.peppher.eu) that develops a framework for enhancing performance portability of applications that consist of component-tasks that may already have been parallelized and make explicit requirements for specific (processor) resources (with complimentary guarantees of staying within the requested limits). Among other issues, PEP-PHER investigates scheduling strategies and software for such situations.
WORK-STEALING WITH DETERMIN-ISTIC TEAM-BUILDING
We extend work-stealing to cater for mixed-mode parallelism, where tasks requiring a certain, determined number of processors or threads for their execution can be dynamically spawned. This thread requirement is denoted by r. In the standard task-parallel work-stealing setting r = 1 for all tasks, whereas we want to allow for any 1 ≤ r ≤ p number of required threads (requirements r > p are of course infeasible). Thread requirements are fulfilled by building teams of threads for tasks with r > 1. When a team of r threads has been formed for some task, the task can be executed. For applications it is most often important that the threads of the team are numbered consecutively, such that a thread can identify the other threads of the team and communicate with them. Since each thread of the scheduler is normally bound to a processor in the system, we use the terms thread and processor interchangeably.
The basic prerequisite behind deterministic team-building is to structure the processors of the systems hierarchically into disjoint groups of consecutively numbered processors. In the simplest case, which we will use for convenience for most of the paper, we assume that p is a power of two and the structure imposed by a binary tree. The levels of the tree are numbered starting from the leaves. At level 0 there are p groups and each processor is its own group, at level 1, there are p/2 groups of 2 processors per group, and so on. At the topmost level log p − 1 the root node of the binary tree forms a single group containing all p processors.
To execute a task with a thread requirement r, a thread tries to build up a team of t ≥ r processors. A team always consists of all processors in a single group at a certain level in the processor hierarchy. The team that will eventually be built therefore consists of consecutively numbered threads. If we assume that all processor groups at a single level ℓ are of the same size, the ids of the threads in the team will be kt, kt + 1, . . . , i, . . . , (k + 1)t − 1 for some k in the range 0 ≤ k < p/t. From this a virtual numbering of the threads in the team from 0 to r − 1 can easily be computed. As described here, the actual team sizes are restricted to the sizes of the processor groups in the system. We show later how this restriction can be relieved. For correctness, we require a thread to first process all tasks in its queue with smaller thread requirements, before building a team at a certain size.
When a thread starts to build a team for the execution of a task, it is assigned to be the coordinator for the team. This thread is responsible for managing the task execution, and providing information to the other team-members, and only this thread is allowed to disband a team. Typically, a coordinator will try to execute as many tasks with the same thread requirement as possible, before disbanding the team in order to amortize the team-building overhead.
Each thread has a local data-structure containing all relevant information for the thread. Each thread has a fixed (integer) id I, 0 ≤ I < p, that is used to determine the partner for work-stealing and team-building attempts and later compute the local thread ids in a team. We assume that the data-structure for each thread can be accessed directly through its id (technically, a mapping from ids to thread references would be needed). The data-structure for each thread has the following components, which may be ac-cessed by other threads during the stealing and coordination phases:
• The unique thread id I, 0 ≤ I < p.
• A double ended queue Q of spawned tasks. Local accesses always happen at the bottom, while stealing is done from the top of the queue. The queue needs to be able to only return tasks for certain levels in the processor hierarchy. A simple way to do this is to provide a queue for each level in the hierarchy.
• The id c of the coordinator of the thread. If the thread is itself a coordinator c = I. This is the case when scheduling tasks with r = 1, or when the thread has run out of work. An invariant of the team-building work-stealer is that a coordinator is always set.
• An integer r storing the number of threads that are required by the next task to be executed.
• A reference to a ready task that can be executed by the current team. This is accessed by the task field. When the coordinator task becomes nonempty, all threads in the team can start execution of the task.
• A countdown G for the ready task that is initialized to r − 1 before task is set (r is the number of threads required for this task). Each non-coordinator thread must atomically decrement this field when it starts executing the task. When G = 0, the coordinator can be sure that execution has started by all threads in the team, and can then reset the task field.
The following methods are needed for team-building. In Section 3 we show how to implement them in a lock-free manner.
• registerThread(I) is called by threads trying to join a team. It takes the id of the calling thread as parameter. The method first checks whether the given thread is eligible for the team, and if this is the case registers the thread for the team.
• When a thread wants to drop out of a team to start working on something else, it must call dropThread(I). This tries to remove the thread from the team, and returns true on success. A call to this method is only successful if the team is not yet built. If a team has been built, only the coordinator can free threads from it.
• The coordinator can check if the team-building process has finished by teamBuilt(). No thread may by its own leave a team after it has been built. The coordinator can reuse and if needed downsize an already built team.
• The coordinator (only) can disband an already built team by disbandTeam().
• inTeam(I) is used by threads to check whether they are still members of a team. This may not be the case if the coordinator has disbanded the team, or if the team has been resized.
x ←getPartnerForLevel(ℓ) {Partner thread at level ℓ; random or deterministic depending on policy} 4:
xc ← A key property of work-stealing is that threads do local work as long as work is available, and only resort to stealing when they run out of work. Deterministic team-building preserves this property, as each team will work on its local queue of tasks for the current level in the processor hierarchy. Only when a team runs out of work, it is disbanded, and the modified stealing procedure starts. The stealing procedure can now be shown as Algorithm 1.
Stealing occurs when the current thread is not being coordinated by another thread, and it has run out of tasks to process, including tasks requiring teams. The stealing procedure iterates through the levels of the processor hierarchy. At each level, a unique partner is selected, either randomly or deterministically by the getPartnerForLevel() function. Which policy to use is a decision to be made in the implementation. The chosen partner must be in the same group of processors at level ℓ as the stealing processor, but not in the same group at level ℓ − 1. When the partner is selected, the stealing thread checks whether this partner is trying to build a team at this level or higher in the hierarchy. If this is the case, the thread joins the team and exits the stealing procedure. Otherwise it tries to steal at least one task. This is done with the popappend(q, maxTeam) method of the queue structure. It tries to pop a number of tasks from the queue q and append them to its own queue. The exact amount of work to steal is a tuning parameter left to the actual implementation. However, this call is only allowed to steal tasks with a thread requirement that is at most maxTeam, which is 2 ℓ−1 in the stealing procedure. This ensures that only tasks get stolen that do not require both the stealing thread and the thread stolen from in their team. If the popappend() procedure fails to steal any work, stealing continues at the next level in the hierarchy.
Each thread actively checks whether its partner thread is building a team that requires this thread and joins the team-building process if this is the case. Threads are not
x ← getPartnerForLevel(ℓ) {Partner thread at level ℓ; random or deterministic depending on policy} 4:
xc ← x.c {The partner's coordinator} 5:
xcr ← xc.r {The thread requirement of the team being built} 6:
if xc = c then {Partner has a different coordinator} 7: if xcr ≥ 2 ℓ then {Partner's coordinator requires this thread for execution of its task} 8:
{Conflicting teams being built, choose} 9:
if chooseTeam(c, xc) = xc then 10:
{Other team wins, switch} 11:
if c.dropThread(I) then 12:
xc.registerThread(I) {Join this team} 13:
c backoff() 35: end if notified about the team-building process, so as long as a thread/team has enough work to process, it will not find out about a team being built. This fits well with the philosophy of work-stealing, where a thread only communicates when it has nothing better to do, and no extra coordination overhead is introduced. A team will only be built when each thread required for the team has finished processing its local work. To speed up this process, a helping scheme is introduced, where threads that enter the team-building process steal tasks from threads that still have local work. This is shown in Algorithm 2, which is part of the team-building procedure and is being repeatedly executed by threads trying to build a team.
The pollPartners() procedure in Algorithm 2 is similar to the stealTask() procedure from Algorithm 1. It is called during team-building by threads that have already joined the team. It iterates through the levels of the processor hierarchy, and checks whether teams are being built. If another team is found that conflicts with the team currently being built, this is resolved by a tie-breaking scheme. Thus, sooner or later all threads in the conflicting team will join
{Thread is in team coordinated by another thread} 5: if c.task =⊥ then 6:
{The coordinators task is ready, and thread is in team} 7:
return c.task 8:
else if c.inTeam(I) then 9:
pollPartners(c.r) 10:
c end if 28: until task =⊥ the other team. For correctness the tie-breaking scheme in chooseTeam(I, J) must be deterministic, commutative and transitive. Another requirement is that teams with smaller thread requirements must be chosen over teams with larger requirements. If no conflicting team is found, the thread tries to steal at least one task, and continues at the next level of the hierarchy if this fails. The polling procedure only visits the levels of the processor hierarchy up to the level of the team being built to ensure that the team tasks are executed before tasks from outside the team are stolen.
We now put the pieces together in the getTask() procedure shown as Algorithm 3. This procedure is called when a thread is ready to process the next task. It distinguishes three different situations. If the thread is coordinated by another thread, it calls the pollPartners() procedure, until the team is ready, a task has been stolen, or the teambuilding canceled due to a conflict. Otherwise the thread is a coordinator itself. Either it is out of work, which means that the team can be disbanded and stealing can start using the stealTasks procedure, or team-building is still in progress, which means that the pollPartners() procedure is called, or the team is ready. In case the team is ready, the next task with thread requirement r is retrieved from the queue using the popBottom(r) method and then prepared for execution by the team.
Basic properties
Teams are always built out of consecutive threads. The threads that are allowed to join a team of a certain size at a certain coordinator are static and deterministic as they have to be members of the same group of processors at a certain level in the processor hierarchy. Due to the requirement that threads in a single group in the processor hierarchy are numbered consecutively, the threads in a team are numbered consecutively as well. By subtracting the (known) lowest id of a thread in the group from the thread ids, team-local thread ids in the range [0, r − 1] can easily be computed. With a binary tree processor hierarchy finding the id of the first thread in the team is particularly easy and requires finding only the most significant bit in the team size t. This can often be done by a hardware instruction, or in O(log log t) steps.
Teams stay together as long as the coordinator's next task is the same size as the team. If the next task is smaller, it is also possible for the coordinator to shrink the team. If the next task is larger, the coordinator breaks up the team as soon as execution of the previous task has finished. The team for the larger task then has to be rebuilt from scratch.
Stealing follows a deterministic pattern with possibly randomized individual steps. We contact log p partner threads, before backing off. This was necessary in order for the teams to build properly, and may furthermore be advantageous to ensure memory-locality. If the processor hierarchy in the scheduler is constructed such that it reflects the system memory hierarchy, deterministic team-building will ensure that teams are formed by threads that are close in the memory hierarchy. Such locality optimizations by deterministic stealing have often been considered, see for instance the BubbleSched framework [18] .
An important property of work-stealing is that as long as a thread can execute tasks it does not have to communicate with other threads. We can extend this property to teams of arbitrary sizes, with the restriction that this only holds as long as the next task requires the same (or smaller) number of threads as the previous task. Of course, communication cannot be completely omitted with tasks requiring more than one thread, as threads in a team have to poll the coordinator for the next task, and have to notify it when execution starts, but this overhead is small.
Correctness
Lemma 1. Assume the computation is finite. A thread I has spawned a task requiring r ≥ 1 threads. This task will eventually be executed.
Proof. For r = 1 the case is clear. Tasks requiring a single thread will be popped or stolen and executed before tasks using more threads. No coordination is required before execution, so the task will eventually be executed, as in standard work-stealing.
Let r > 1 and assume the task is coordinated by I (it might have been stolen from some other thread). Eventually the other threads will join the team for the task as they run out of tasks requiring less than r threads. These will be executed because threads waiting for the formation of the large team help smaller teams to empty their task queues. Threads joining the team set their coordinator to I such that other threads that have to join the team eventually see that the team is coordinated by I. When all threads have joined the team the task will be executed.
Lemma 2. If two or more threads trying to build teams compete for threads to join their team, the conflict is resolved deterministically.
Proof. Assume that thread x and thread y both try to build a team and compete for the same threads to join the team. Over time each of the threads will join one of the teams. As soon as a thread has joined a team, it will poll the other threads required for the team, and eventually see the other team. In this case, the chooseTeam(I, J) function is called to resolve the conflict. It is required to be deterministic and commutative. Assume the team of thread x is deterministically chosen over the team for thread y. Each thread in team y will then switch to team x as soon as it meets a thread in team x. Over time all threads will have joined team x. As chooseTeam(I, J) is also required to be be transitive, the argument extends to more than two conflicting teams.
In
Proof.
A task is always managed by only one thread (the coordinator) and cannot occur in two queues at the same time. When a task is stolen, it is first removed from one queue, before being added to the other one. The start of task execution is managed by the coordinator by providing a pointer to the current task. Each thread stores a pointer to the last task it executed for the team, which is a null-pointer if no task has been executed in this team yet. A task may only be executed by a thread if the pointer to it differs from the pointer to the previous task. Therefore a task cannot be executed more than once.
Before starting to execute a task, each thread atomically decrements the countdown variable G at the coordinator. The coordinator is only allowed to modify the task pointer when G = 0, which is only the case when all threads in the team have started execution of the task, since each thread will decrement it exactly once. Also, the coordinator may only disband a team when the countdown reached zero. This shows that the task will eventually be executed by the threads of the team.
The last lemma shows that depth-first execution order is preserved for tasks of the same size as long as they are in the queue of a single thread.
Lemma 4. Assume, we have two tasks x and y with the same thread requirement (rx = ry) with n ≥ 0 tasks inbetween them. Further assume that no task reordering scheme is employed inside the queue. In this case, x and y cannot change relative position inside a local queue.
Proof. Assume that x is nearer to the top of the queue than y. Therefore, x would be stolen first. If both x and y get stolen by the same thread at the same time, then the order of both tasks in the target queue will stay the same. The only case when x and y could switch order would be if a thread had y in its queue, and then stole x. A task can only be stolen in two cases: If the stealing thread is out of work, or during coordination. If the stealing thread is out of work, y cannot be in its queue. If stealing occured during coordination, coordination would happen for a task with thread requirement ry or smaller due to the requirement that coordination is always done for the task that requires the least amount of threads. During coordination, only tasks can be stolen that require less threads than the thread requirement of the team. For x to be stolen this means that rx < ry which contradicts rx = ry.
IMPLEMENTATION
A number of technical details and policy choices need to be fixed when implementing work-stealing with deterministic team-building as described in Section 2. We structure the processor hierarchy as a binary tree, which allows us to generate all information about teams and partner threads on the fly. Determining the partner at level ℓ can, for instance, be done simply by an exclusive or of the id of the thread and some x with 2 ℓ−1 ≤ x < 2 ℓ . For deterministic schemes all threads should at each level use the same x so that different threads choose different partners. Randomized schemes choose x randomly. In this scheme we assume that p is a power of two and later describe how to cope with an arbitrary number of processors.
For the algorithm to work correctly, the double-ended queue that stores the work for a thread must, as explained, return only tasks with certain thread requirements during stealing. If tasks are ordered with respect to their thread requirement, the overhead of building teams can be better amortized since already built teams can be reused for the next task. In our current implementation, we solve this by using log p local queues to store the work for a thread. The queue for level ℓ contains tasks with thread requirements 2 ℓ . We additionally store information about the highest and lowest-level queues containing work, to ensure that not all queues have to be checked during stealing. Nonetheless, in the worst case, up to log p queues have to be checked during a single stealing attempt. This may be improved using a different data-structure for storing tasks. The queues themselves are implemented as well-known lock-free deques [1, 11] .
When starting execution of a task every thread atomically decrements a countdown variable. The countdown for started tasks is relevant for the coordinator to check whether all threads have started execution of a previous task before scheduling the next one. An extra, similar countdown for the end of task execution can be used for synchronization constructs that check whether execution of a task has been completed. Neither of the countdowns have to be decremented atomically by the coordinator, so that for single processor tasks no atomic operations are necessary as in standard work-stealing.
Lock-free implementation of the registration mechanism
A central aspect of the deterministic team-building algorithm is the registration mechanism which we now show how to implement in a lock-free fashion. Each thread maintains a registration structure R that is modified by a compare-andswap (CAS) operation when a thread registers or deregisters from a team. The coordinating thread does not need to use compare-and-swap operations. The registration structure is used for keeping track of a team being built for a task currently at the bottom of the threads queue, and contains the following fields:
• The number of required threads r for the task at the bottom of the queue. This is modified every time a new task is added to the bottom of the local queue.
• The number of acquired (or registered ) threads a, which is the number of threads currently registered for the team. Only threads that are required for a team of size r can be registered. If a new task is added to bottom that requires more threads, this number can stay. If it requires less threads, we have to reset it to the number of teamed threads and increment the new counter N (see below) to ensure that no invalid thread has registered.
• The number of teamed threads t is set to the size of the team by the coordinator after all threads have registered, therefore fixing the team. By default t is set to 1, which means that the team consists of a single thread (the coordinator). Teams can be shrunk by setting t to the new team-size. Disbanding a team means shrinking a team to size 1.
• A new counter N which is incremented every time the coordinator decides to reset the number of acquired threads to the current team size t, in order to signal to all acquired threads that team-building has to start over again. This happens every time the coordinator calls the disbandTeam() method. It is also incremented in some cases where teams are resized, but as team resizing is an optimization not required for the basic algorithm, we do not cover it here.
The full registration structure can be packed into a 64-bit integer, and thus all fields updated by a single 64-bit CAS instruction by assigning 16 bits to each field. For smaller numbers of hardware threads a 32-bit CAS suffices. In theory N would have to be unbounded, but in practice a finite N with wrap around suffices. Now we describe how the registration structure is accessed and updated:
• registerThread(I) atomically increments the number of acquired threads a using a compare-and-swap operation. The thread that registers for the team locally stores the current value of N at the time of incrementing a.
• dropThread(I) tries to decrement a, therefore reversing the registration. If N has changed since the last call to registerThread(I), the thread has already been dropped by the coordinator, and therefore decrementing is not required. If a = r, or the given thread id is part of the already built team of size t, dropping out is forbidden, and therefore fails.
• teamBuilt() first checks whether the thread requirement changed since the last call. If this is the case, the team is disbanded as described below, and teambuilding restarted by setting r to the new thread requirement. (In our actual implementation teams are resized when possible to reduce team-building overhead.) Otherwise, the algorithm checks whether a = r. If this is the case, the team is fixed by setting t = r. This does not require atomic operations, as the registration structure may not be modified by other threads after all threads have registered for a team.
• disbandTeam() atomically overwrites the registration structure with a new version. In the new version r = 1, t = 1, a = 1 and N is incremented. This does not require a compare-and-swap, but only an atomic write to the integer containing the registration structure.
As currently implemented we estimate the extra overheads in deterministic team-building as follows: an extra CAS used when a thread registers to or deregisters from a team. If all tasks require r = 1 the algorithm coincides with a localityaware work-stealing scheduler where log p partners are tried before the backoff(). The additional CAS is never executed in this case.
Technical details
We have implemented a prototype work-stealing scheduler with deterministic team-building as described above in C++ using Pthreads to start the p hardware threads. The atomic operations used in the implementation are compareand-swap and fetch-and-decrement, which are all available as atomic builtins in gcc, the Intel compilers and Solaris. The compare-and-swap primitive is required for modifications on the registration structure, and for accesses to the work-stealing deque. We use fetch-and-decrement for counting down started tasks. To retrieve the most significant bit of an integer, we use the bsrl assembly instruction available on Intel architectures, as this operation is not provided as a library call under Linux. Under BSD, the fls library function can be used instead. Retrieving the most significant bit is necessary for calculating the boundaries of a team as explained in Section 2.1, and for choosing in which queue to store a task.
Design decisions
The following design decisions have been made for the implementation:
• Tasks are implemented as objects derived from a base task class, quite similar to TBB [12] .
• For simplicity, we only provide one linear runtime stack per thread in our implementation. A cactus-stack as used in Cilk [2] might be more efficient.
• When stealing tasks, the last stolen task is not appended to the deque but instead returned immediately from the stealTasks() function. This is necessary to prevent situations where a task is stolen back and forth with no thread being able to execute it.
• The scheduler terminates as soon as all threads have registered as idle. They can register as idle if their stack and all queues are empty and stealing has failed multiple times. Registration is canceled before a thread starts to steal again.
• We have noticed that we can often achieve better scheduling if we steal the largest allowed tasks. This comes from the fact that a thread only steals from a thread at a certain level if all partner threads at lower levels had empty queues. Therefore, the chances are high that the stealing thread will be able to build up a team soon.
• For the processing order of tasks, our decision was to generally prioritize tasks that require a team of the same size as the current team-size. If no such tasks are available, the queues at lower levels are checked for tasks to be processed, starting at level ℓ−1. Only if no tasks are found in this process, we check the higherlevel queues. This means that a task at level ℓ will only be processed as soon as none of the threads in the team has a task at lower levels to be executed. We have to enforce the prioritization of lower-level tasks, as we only guarantee that a thread will check for a team of size ℓ being built if it has processed all lower-level tasks. A different execution order, where higher-level tasks are executed before lower-level tasks, might also lead to threads stealing tasks at a certain level during team-building although its queue at the given level is not empty.
Some tunable parameters of the implementation are given below. Performance of the implementation might be improved by choosing the right values, and the optimal values might differ depending on the hardware the scheduler is run on.
• Backoff intervals -For our backoff function, we used exponential backoff, starting at 1 microsecond, and going up to 10 milliseconds.
• Number of tasks to steal -We decided to steal 2
tasks from a partner, where ℓ is the partner's level in the hierarchy. This comes from the assumption that, if we reached the ℓ th partner during stealing, it is likely that all 2 ℓ−1 threads in the same group as the stealing thread on level ℓ − 1 are running out of tasks as well. Therefore it makes sense to steal enough tasks for all of them.
Arbitrary thread requirements
We now indicate how to cope with the case where each new task can require an arbitrary number of threads r ≤ p, instead of only numbers of threads coinciding with the levels in the processor hierarchy
The easiest way to do this would be to just allocate a team with a size equal to the number of threads supported by the next-higher level in the processor hierarchy, and to let some threads sit idle during execution. (Either the first or the last t − r threads.) This is of course far from ideal, and it would be preferable if the threads that would otherwise be idle worked on smaller tasks. Nonetheless, we cannot completely ignore those threads, as they might be the first partners visited by a thread which is required for the team.
We propose that during coordination such threads that will not actually work on a task silently register at the coordinator. This means that the thread's coordination is set, but that the registration counter of the coordinator is not incremented. As soon as execution of the task starts, the thread can exit coordination.
We note that it is still necessary to help silently registered tasks empty their queues, even if they might not always interfere in coordination and might later run out of work. Some such threads might be coordinating other tasks that require a team that does not intersect with the team being built. We do not need to steal from those threads as they will not interfere with our task.
Although it is thus possible to support arbitrary task sizes, we can only provide weak guarantees concerning the hardware thread utilization. In the worst case, nearly half of the threads may sit idle. In a processor hierarchy represented as a binary tree this would happen if we have tasks with thread requirement r = 2 k + 1 to execute, and all smaller tasks on silently registered threads have already been executed before forming the team. Therefore the application programmer should preferably use tasks that are aligned to the processor hierarchy.
Arbitrary number of hardware threads
We finally extend to the general situation where an arbitrary (finite, fixed) number of threads is given from the outset, and each newly spawned task can require an arbitrary number of threads. In our description of the algorithm, we assumed that the number of processors in the system is a power of two, and that we use a binary tree to represent the processor hierarchy. Here we just have to remark that the algorithms will work with any other processor hierarchy, as long as groups are disjoint and consecutively numbered. Of course, in such cases it may not be possible to compute the needed information about group sizes on the fly, so preprocessing will be necessary. Also, it may be necessary to perform more than a single, deterministic stealing/polling attempt within each group, in order to make sure that all threads are eventually visited. The solution of course has to be combined with the scheme of the previous section for tasks requiring a number of threads that do not fit with the size of a group to which the thread belongs. The best hierarchy will furthermore depend on the properties of the (memory) architecture of the system.
A MIXED-MODE PARALLEL APPLICA-TION WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Quicksort algorithm lends itself naturally to taskparallel implementation using work-stealing. A standard implementation is shown as Algorithm 4. The async statement we use here creates a task out of the following function call. The sync statement waits for all spawned tasks in the same scope to complete. As is common, we provide a CUT-OFF value at which we switch to sequential sorting when the task-creation overhead is higher than the gains. To get all threads busy at least p tasks must be spawned, which takes at least log 2 p parallel steps.
async Qsort(data, pivot) 6:
async Qsort(data + pivot + 1, pivot − n − 1) 7:
The problem with Algorithm 4 is that the partitioning (and pivot selection) is done sequentially, takes linear time, and therefore introduces at least a linear time bottleneck before all threads can be active.
This problem is solved in [19] with a tightly coupled, data-parallel partitioning step. This Quicksort implementation starts off with all processors partitioning a single array. Then, after partitioning is complete, the processors are split into two groups, where each group gets a single subsequence to work on. In the final phase, each processor has a single subsequence that it can sort locally. To achieve better load-balancing, a helping scheme similar to work-stealing is used. The last phase can be seen as similar to the task-based Quicksort algorithm in Algorithm 4.
As classic work-stealing is not able to handle data-parallel tasks, the implementation of Quicksort with data-parallel partitioning has to rely on manual scheduling and a manually implemented helping scheme as explained in [19] . A better, more convenient way of implementing this algorithm would be to formulate it instead as a mixed-mode parallel algorithm. This is shown in Algorithm 5.
This mixed-mode parallel Quicksort incorporates the dataparallel partitioning step developed in [19] . It is implemented as a data-parallel task started with a team of np threads, np ≥ 1. After partitioning is done, two subtasks are launched by the thread with local team id 0. The async statement now spawns a potentially parallel task with the number of threads given in brackets. For Quicksort a good number of threads is determined by the call to getBestNp(n). How it is actually implemented may have a major influence on performance as the overhead for data-parallel partitioning is higher than for sequential partitioning, so it should only be used when either the data is large enough so that the overhead is negligible or there is too little work to do for sequential tasks. In our implementation we decided on a policy that each thread attempting partitioning in parallel should at least have 128 blocks to work on. If the number of threads required by a newly launched task np equals 1, we switch to the standard task-based implementation from Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 5 mmQsort(data, n)
1: {np is the number of threads for this task} 2: if np = 1 then 3: return Qsort(data, n) 4: else 5:
pivot ← parallelPartition(data, n) 6:
if localId = 0 then 7:
async(getBestNp(pivot)) mmQsort(data, pivot) 8:
async(getBestNp((n−pivot−1))) mmQsort(data+ pivot + 1, n − pivot − 1) 9: sync 10:
end if
11: end if
We now explain how the data-parallel partitioning step works. During partitioning, the array is split into equally sized, cache-aligned blocks (the pivot itself is removed from the array). Each thread takes one block from each side of the array to be partitioned, and tries to neutralize (see [19] for details on this concept) blocks by swapping elements in the left block that are larger than the pivot with elements in the right block that are smaller than the pivot. As soon as one of the blocks has been neutralized, the thread tries to acquire another block from the same side of the array, until it runs out of free blocks.
After this [19] proposes that a single thread then collects the remaining blocks from all other threads, and neutralizes them sequentially. We can improve this slightly. In our implementation, any thread that needs to acquire a block decides whether it wants to be a producer or a consumer, depending on its current id and the number of blocks on this side that have to be processed. Producing threads put their remaining block, and the current processing position into an exchanger data-structure, and then exit the computation. Consuming threads retrieve blocks from the exchanger data-structure and continue to neutralize blocks. During this execution more and more threads switch from being a consumer to being a producer, until only thread 0 remains. Finally, only thread 0 has blocks from one side remaining. A variation of the sequential partitioner is now used for the remaining blocks. For the number of threads assigned for each subtask, we select the largest power of two such that each thread can process at least 128 blocks on average during the partitioning step, and of course upper bounded by the number of started hardware threads. If only one thread would process the array, we switch to the classic task parallel Quicksort implementation with a sequential partitioning step given as Algorithm 4.
Tunable parameters of the mixed-mode parallel Quicksort implementation are the following:
• Blocksize for parallel partitioning. This should be at least as large as the cacheline size. We decided on a blocksize of 4096 (We sorted 4-byte integer values).
• Number of threads for the data-parallel partitioning step. A thread should be able to process at least 128 blocks on average. We only allow powers of two for the number of threads. The concrete choice is encapsulated in the getBestNp function.
• Cutoff for task-based Quicksort: we decided to let all subsequences with less than 512 elements be sorted by STL sort.
We did not concentrate on finding the best values for these parameters (or the tuning parameters of the work-stealing scheduler), therefore performance might be improved using different values.
Experimental results
To investigate the advantage of mixed-mode parallelism, and the capabilities and overheads of our new scheduler we compare the mixed-mode parallel Quicksort (Algorithm 5) to a standard task-based Quicksort (Algorithm 4) implementation. Both are run on our scheduler.
Speedup is in all cases computed relative to the best available sequential sort implementation which we take to be the STL sort function. This is also used in our implementation for subsequences shorter than 512 elements. In the current version of the STL delivered with gcc, the Introsort algorithm is used that is based on Quicksort, but has a better worst-case complexity. For each variant, we report the average of 10 measurements. We sorted differently generated sequences of 4-Byte integers distributed as in [10, 19] Experiments were performed on two different systems:
• a 4-socket Intel Xeon X7560 system, where each CPU has 8 cores (Intel Xeon X7560 2.26 GHz, 24MB cache)
• a 2-socket Sun UltraSPARC T2+ system, where each CPU has 8 cores and up 64 hardware threads
Results of the experiments are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Here, colums Seq/STL list the running times for the "best" sequential implementation available (STL), while columns SeqQS give the running times for the handwritten reference Quicksort implementation that uses the same CUTOFF value to switch to STL sort as the parallel implementations. Columns Qsort list the running times with Algorithm 4 on our work-stealer (here all tasks have thread requirement 1). Finally, columns mmQsort are our mixed-mode parallel algorithm shown as Algorithm 5. On the Intel Xeon system, we also performed comparisons to other parallel Quicksort implementations. Column Cilk gives the running times using Intel Cilk Plus. TBB denotes Quicksort implemented using Intel Threading Building Blocks. Both the Cilk and the TBB Quicksort have been manually implemented and follow the pattern of Algorithm 4 including a CUTOFF value. Column MCSTL gives the running times of the Quicksort provided as part of the MCSTL library [17] .
On the Intel Xeon system, all implementations were compiled using the Intel Parallel Studio XE 2011 compilers, with the exception of MCSTL, which is a gcc-builtin and therefore had to be compiled using gcc. On the Sun UltraSPARC T2+ system, the Sun Studio 12 compilers were used.
Compared to the task-based Quicksort, our mixed mode implementation on top to the new work-stealing scheduler improves speedup often by a significant fraction, sometimes by more than a factor of 2. On the 32-core Nehalem system we achieve better results for larger problem sizes than with TBB, except for the Buckets distribution where TBB is better. The Intel Cilk Plus implementation is constantly outperformed by our implementation. (It is worth noting that previous experiments done with CilkArts Cilk++ yielded better performance than with Intel Cilk Plus. Nonetheless it is still outperformed by TBB. The results of those measurements can be found in [20] .) The MCSTL Quicksort implementation stands out as the Quicksort implementation that can provide the most stable speedup, but our mixedmode parallel implementation is still able to outperform it on large problem sizes.
On the Sun T2+ system speedup is very competitive for 32 threads as shown in Table 2 . Here, more than a factor 3 speedup improvement is sometimes achieved over the standard fork-join implementation.
Further, more detailed results on other systems showing similar behaviors are available in [20] . Other mixed-mode parallel applications were implemented and experimentally evaluated in [21] .
CONCLUSION
We showed how to extend standard work-stealing to deal with mixed-mode task and data parallel programs, in which dynamically spawned tasks can make (fixed) requirements for a number (larger than one) of threads for their execution. We concentrated on explaining the basic algorithm, which we termed work-stealing with deterministic team-building, and outlined a number of variations and tunable parameters. We have implemented such a work-stealer in C++, and used it to give a natural application of the mixed-mode parallel Quicksort algorithm described in [19] . On two different many-core systems with 32 cores (Intel Nehalem), and 16 cores (Sun T2+) respectively, we showed that speedup could be improved significantly compared to a standard, task-parallel Quicksort algorithm. Other mixed-mode parallel applications were considered in [21] , where either a more natural implementation and/or better performance could be achieved.
In future work we will investigate further mixed-mode parallel applications, and continue to improve the work-stealing with deterministic team-building implementation, including additional ways of improving processor utilization in cases where the number of threads per task does not fit well with the processor hierarchy. One way to do this might be to allow tasks that are malleable within certain limits. We also plan to explore the theoretical properties of work-stealing with deterministic team-building and to provide bounds on the time that threads may be idle compared to other mixedmode scheduling approaches. Eventually we would like to experiment with the approach within the overall PEPPHER framework.
